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Lesson 2

Model Like a Pro
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1. Recap model structure

2. Check your figures for consolidation exercise in lesson 1 
under IS, BS, CF tabs 
> Excel file: Cordlife Consolidation Lesson 2

3. Formatting guidelines & start building 
> Hands on formatting + copy and paste from raw data tabs to 
Model tab

4. Segment modelling

5. Forecasting the P&L

Model Like a Pro
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Model Like a Pro

Essentials tabs/ parts:

 “Model”: Consolidated IS, BS, CF. 

 Assumptions – could include any/ all four sub-sections: 
Assumption for IS / BS / CF / ES (ES = equity statement)

 “Results”: You can have the latest reported numbers compared with 
your forecast.

Optionals:

 “Model Snapshot”: A short version of Model, include the key growth 
ratios, key margins, and segment margin forecast here. 

 “SOTP”: a page of Sum Of Total Parts model for you to model the 
SOTP for the company if it is a conglomerate.

 “Revenue Drivers”: This can be a summary IS to give quick snapshot
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1. Recap of Model Structure
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2. Check your figures for 
consolidation exercises

 Open the Excel sheet provided and check key line items

 For P&L: Total Revenue, EBIT, PATMI must tally with 
original P&L

 For BS: final CA, CL, NCA, NCL figures must tally with 
those on the original BS 

 For CF: CFO before WC changes, final CFO, final CFI, final 
CFF must tally 
> Go to the excel sheet provided and tally with your own
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Model Like a Pro

 Organize columns (or rows)  – 1st column for the name of the value item 
(eg. Revenue, COGS etc), 2nd column for the unit of the value (eg. USD), 
3rd column for the multiplier (e.g. mln, `000, tln, bln), 4th column 
onwards can be used for actual data. Make sure this is consistent across 
tabs so you will have consistent column-year matching. 

 Highlight/Colour the forecast entry – make the portion that you input 
forecast assumption (inside assumption section only) shaded with 
borders, make the header bold, to differentiate.

 Use deep blue font color for forecast period – so that in the middle of 
the spreadsheet you will be clear which is forecast and which is actual. 
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Formatting best practice
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 Add “FY” before year and “E” for forecast period – So you won’t confuse 
forecast or actual data. 

 Add a CY on top of FY, if the calendar year is different from FY end
There won’t be confusion of whether it is calendar year or financial year. 

 Make it clear the type of input data - whether it is a % of something else
or a direct entry item, as shown in the example (just now).

 Make it clear whether a negative number means credit or debit?
Eg. If you are using “Income Tax (Expense) As % of PBT”, a value of -10% 
means, tax expense(debit) is 10% of PBT. 

 Take note of the currency conversion, especially if reporting currency is 
different from trading currency. Can create two lines in the model to 
indicate the average and period end exchange rate for the period.

Formatting recommendations (cont’d)

Model Like a Pro

These are good guidelines to adopt for beginners > Go to excel model for lesson 2
Note:  Do not be overly concerned with minor differences for Core Income calculated in your 
homework and the given template. The point is to get close to CORE operational income.
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Model Like a Pro

Forecast: You can calculate or use manually keyed number, so long 
as you can justify it and link it correctly.

FY: Financial Year
FY 3/ 2014: Financial Year 2014 that ended in March
1HFY14: First half of the financial year
CY: Calendar Year

Cal: Calculation from other forecasted or calculated items.
Y-1: Previous reporting financial year
Avg: Simple average of two reporting period
P-1: Previous reporting period
Δ: is the number of Y minus the number of Y-1

12 April 2018

Commonly used notations
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Model Like a Pro

Forecasting P&L
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Model Like a Pro

Revenue (Forecast: Linked to Revenue driver tab ultimately, but use YoY Growth rate for now, 
See next page for details)
LESS: COGS (Forecast: Revenue * %)
= Gross Profit
LESS: SG&A (Forecast: Revenue * %)
LESS: Other Op Income (Forecast: Revenue * %)
= EBIT (aka Operating Profit)

Interest income (Forecast: Cash/Bank Deposit of (Y-1) * Deposit Rate %)
Interest expense (Forecast:  Total Loan of (Y-1) * Loan Rate %)

PLUS: Net Interest Income 
PLUS: Associate income (Forecast: Associate Investment of (Y-1) * %, management guidance)
PLUS: Other non-op income /expense (Forecast: Revenue * %, Or Manual Entry)
= PBT (Profit Before Tax)
LESS: Tax expense (Forecast: PBT X Tax Expense %)
= PAT (Profit After Tax)
LESS: Minority Interest (Forecast: PAT * %, OR Manual Key if the amount is small)
= PATMI (aka Net Income)

= EBITDA 
LESS: D&A (Forecast: Net PP&E of (Y-1) X %, Used in CFO)
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Step-by-step: Income Statement
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Model Like a Pro

Revenue forecast version 1:
Revenue (Y) = Revenue (Y-1) * (1 + YoY % change)
In this case you only make a simple assumption on the YoY Growth Rate.
In the given template, instead of calculating Revenue YoY Growth Rate (see header: ASSUMPTION 
- INCOME STATEMENT), you need to change Revenues in Forecast Period (Under MODEL-
INCOME SECTION) to “Direct Entry” item. 

Revenue forecast version 2:
Revenue (Y) in the MODEL - INCOME STATEMENT section = Total Revenue (Y) in the Revenue 
Drivers tab
In this version, you will need to forecast segment revenue for the given company, then link the 
numbers into the Model tab

Interest expense: 
You can make a more detailed modelling as needed, if a large debt/loan is not taken from 
beginning of the year. For example:
1) if a large loan is taken at the end of first quarter with given interest rate, you can have a 
separate section calculate three quarters’ interest expense for this loan and add up to interest 
expense from other loans which is taken prior to current period.
2) link the Interest Expense in the Income Statement/Cashflow to this interest expense 
calculation section.
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Variation: Income Statement
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Model Like a Pro
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Segment Modeling
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Model Like a Pro

Segment analysis: 

 Often appears in the footnote section of annual reports or 
quarterly reports

 Can be in the format of Revenue by segment or profit by 
segment

 Can be grouped by business segment or by geographic 
segment.

 Segment profit for the latter normally may not be provided 

 Segment analysis helps us to understand whether the company 
changes its product/service offering and even the drivers 
behind the changes in group wide blended margins

 Help to look for companies with favorable exposure
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Segment analysis


